
Sleeping Giant’s Spiced Rum – ChristmasVille Edition – BRONZE

How did the idea come to be?
When created, one of ChristmasVille’s primary objectives was (and is) to drive traffic to the businesses who
make up Old Town Rock Hill. Keeping this in mind, and knowing how successful the ChristmasVille beer has
been, the Festival Chair reached out to one of the owners of York County's first legal distillery since prohibition
that just happened to be in downtown Rock Hill. Given their passion for craft spirits and desire to drive
business to their fairly new, family distillery, it didn’t take much time to convince the founding brothers of
Sleeping Giant Distillery to partner in creating the very first ChristmasVille rum and commemorative bottle!

Description of the Merchandise
The spirit of the season and merriment of Christmas is woven into every aspect of ChristmasVille - including
the liquid spirits, as distilled, blended and bottled by Sleeping Giant Distillery! Once all the key people were
involved, meetings took place to discuss the flavor profile and label design, and a spiced rum was selected; a
truly unique rum that provided a signature velvety smooth mouthfeel that can only be enjoyed through the
small batch process that has been perfected by the passionate duo. It featured a rich sweetness with delicious
notes of vanilla, apple and cinnamon, as well as bold flavors of allspice and cloves with mellow undertones of
oak.

Does the item relay the image/aesthetic of the event? How is it relevant to your event?
A label that stayed true to the distillery’s brand was enhanced to embody the spirit of ChristmasVille with a
hope to create something iconic that would become an annual collector’s item. Their standard label was
modified to paint the scene of a tranquil winter night where Santa’s sleigh had taken flight over a snowy cabin.
The ChristmasVille logo (just the name) was utilized on the front, and the back included the Vernon Grant
Santa artwork that was being utilized as the ChristmasVille 2022 logo.

For the first attempt at selling such a unique product during ChristmasVille, we were cautiously optimistic in
how well received the product would be. To our delight, we sold-out of the 348 bottles over a two-week period!
(Technically, only 347 bottles were sold, as one is still on display in the distillery to promote the limited-edition
rum that people have already begun requesting!)

The highly popular ChristmasVille rum led to a significant increase in foot traffic and bottle sales at the
off-the-beaten-path distillery during the Festival. While we could have chosen to sell the rum at a location with
easier access and higher-visibility, the intent was to drive awareness and foot traffic to the distillery, and boy
did it! On Saturday alone, 113 bottles were sold and 124 tours, with tastings, took place at the distillery. This is
compared to their typical volume of 20-25 bottles and 10-20 tours with tastings. In the words of co-owner,
William Brader, “As a small locally-owned business, every sale counts towards sustaining us for the future and
we greatly appreciate the opportunity to be a part of ChristmasVille. We believe ChristmasVille has helped
spread awareness about our small distillery and look forward to making this a tradition.”

In addition to the rum being available at the distillery, bottles were sold to a local distributor whose customers
included multiple restaurants in Rock Hill and surrounding areas. Three of the restaurants were located within
Old Town, with one also partnering with the Festival to create a featured community cocktail that highlighted
the rum and provided a portion of sales to ChristmasVille’s Christmas Wishes, a charitable event designed to
serve families who had fallen on difficult times and needed an extra dose of Christmas cheer.

During the “settlement” of product sales, discussions began to address the demand and plans to increase the
number of bottles produced, as well as refresh the label. The label design will be modified slightly each year so
that the uniquely distinct bottle is sure to find its way to the top of everyone’s Christmas wish list - one that can
be checked off during ChristmasVille 2023 and beyond!




